
Team Fee Scholarship Policy 
Goals and Overview 

Seattle United has established policy providing club fee scholarships for players with demonstrated needs.   The purpose of 

Team Fee Scholarship Policy is to extend that support beyond coverage of club fees to include a club subsidy of team fees for 

teams with multiple scholarship players.    This policy must be: 

 Inclusive – continue to develop the Seattle United program as inclusive, enabling deserving players and families to 

participate independent of their financial means. 

 Respectful – protect the confidentiality of scholarship participants by limiting the number of people with visibility of 

participation, and eliminating any visible differentiation of scholarship players and families. 

 Fair – it is critical that we do not unfairly assign the costs of one program or player to other families. 

 Simple and efficient – keep all programs simple to understand and efficient to administer. 

For scholarship players, the team fee represents an additional and very real challenge.    Looking at several models of team size 

and team fee, this challenge can reasonably be met by other team families when there is at most one scholarship player on the 

team.    The burden, however, becomes material for the other families when there are two or more scholarship players on their 

team.    This policy is designed so that the impact on any given paying family is minimized and virtually identical, regardless of 

whether there are one or more scholarship players on their team. 

Calculating and Requesting the Subsidy 

1. Only teams with two or more scholarship players are impacted by this policy.    Teams with zero or one scholarship player 

will receive no club subsidy towards team fees. 

2. In preparing the team budget and calculating team fees, the team manager and treasurer should assume the club subsidy 

provided in Table 1 below.   The club subsidy for team fees reduces the amount of team fees that must be funded by the 

paying families of the team.   At the manager’s discretion, the team can request payment of all or a portion of the 

remaining team fee for the scholarship player(s) by the player’s family. 

3. Given the budget, subsidy, and any partial payment from the scholarship families, the team treasurer and manager can 

calculate the share for each paying family and begin collecting that money. 

4. The team manager and treasurer request the subsidy from the club Executive Director, providing a copy of the team 

budget.    Budgets will be used to evaluate reasonable and customary standards for team fees by age group.   These 

numbers, used in building Table 1, should be reviewed annually before team formation. 

5. Teams are not required to use the subsidy – donations or fundraising are other options that can be used, alone or in 

combination, to help manage team fees for all team players. 

6. Seattle United will contribute team fee subsidies based upon scholarship funds availability; once funds are exhausted the 

club is unable to make this contribution and encourages teams to engage in their own fundraising efforts. 

Table 1:   Team Fee Subsidy Per Scholarship Player 

 Number of Scholarship Players on Team 

Age Group Model Team Fee 2 3 4 

U10 – U12 $300 $150 $210 $240 

U13 – U15 $400 $200 $280 $320 

U16 – U17 $500 $250 $350 $400 

U18 $600 $300 $420 $480 

Subsidy Percentage 50% 70% 80% 
 

The policy provides a subsidy of 50% of the scholarship team fees for teams with two (2) scholarship players, 70% for teams 

with three scholarship players, and 80% for teams with four scholarship players.    For example, if a U16 team has three 

scholarship players, a subsidy of $1,050 would be provided by the club – this is three players, each covered by a subsidy of $350 

– which is 70% of the model team fee of $500 at that age group.    If a team is formed with more than four scholarship players, 

team fee subsidies will be addressed as needed by the scholarship committee of the board.     The remaining families on the 

team will pay virtually the identical amount, regardless of whether there are 1, 2 or 3 scholarship players on the team.  


